
Tom Kosiec
tomkosiec@gmail.com LinkedIn] Writing Portfolio San Francisco, CA [608-415-2369]

CONTENT WRITER WITH 9+ YEARS OF EXPERIENCE CREATING CONTENT

VALUE PROPOSITION

A versatile writer who fuses a background in content marketing and journalism to create high-quality content
spanning blog posts, long-form content, profile interviews, and short-form social media to help leading
technology companies, e.g Instacart, DoorDash and tech startups/nonprofits create clear, well researched and
compelling content.

REPRESENTATIVE ACCOMPLISHMENTS & SKILLS
•Published in VentureBeat and eBook for TapSense featured at Game Developer Conference 2015
•Created written content for Instacart, DoorDash, Socialhaus, Bevov, CoWorkers and more tech clients
•Produced 40+ blogs for BOCA and co-wrote press releases/social media for AgilOne and Vonage
•Developed a survey for the Northern California Cherry Blossom Festival 2019 and gathered 330 responses

PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
Freelance Consultant -San Francisco, CA May 2013- Present

Content Writer

•Writes blogs, press releases, user profiles, white papers, eBooks and other written content for clients

•Researches requested content and makes writing SEO friendly and clear to understand

•Leverages social media to increase brand awareness, website visibility and interaction by users

Instacart- San Francisco, CA April 2020- April 2022

Reconciliations Specialist

•Trained multiple reconciliations staff members on core workflows and wrote training documents
•Co-produced a master research document for 100+ grocery stores across all 50 US states and Canada

Nichols Research- San Francisco, CA May 2019- April 2020

Research Specialist

•Summarized extensive research notes to improve future studies and increase client satisfaction

•Received multiple testimonials for work from 30+ clients with many coming back for future studies

•Conducted 370 surveys on public transit projects and 58 surveys for a restaurant project

DoorDash- San Francisco, CA  March 2019- May 2019

Content Writer

•Consulted with senior managers to strengthen writing for the Dasher, Customer and Merchant business

•Edited faq website, and customer messaging to enhance DoorDash user experience

•Published workflows, how- to articles in Salesforce format and created macros used by 2,000+ support agents

Northern California Cherry Blossom Festival- San Francisco, CA Feb 2019- April 2020

Research Writer

•Led market research for the Northern California Cherry Blossom Festival 2019

•Designed Google Form survey for the event and managed volunteers to gather 330 unique responses

•Prepared slide deck with survey results and presented information to Sakura Matsuri board members
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Socialhaus- San Francisco, CA Jan 2019- Jan 2020

Research Writer

•Increased social media engagement on the website and grew Eventbrite/Meetup attendance by 30%

•Observed pilot event, did six qualitative interviews and analyzed two focus groups on super/beta users

•Analyzed two slide decks with charts and key quotes from users to present to CEO and Co-Founder

HP- San Francisco, CA July 2018- June 2019

Brand Specialist

•Co-managed HP sales at Best Buy and San Francisco stores through MarketSource partnership

•Trained retail sales staff on the latest HP computers and printers

Bevov- San Francisco CA March 2018- June 2018

Research Writer

•Completed white paper, data sheet, blogs, conference proposal and executive summary

•Evaluated UX design to improve customer email format and product dashboard descriptions

August 2016- Feb 2018

•I moved back home with family in WI to pay student loans off and save money to relocate back to SF

CoWorkers- Remote March 2016-July 2016

Content Writer

•Customized 10 Coworkers profile interviews about entrepreneurs, senior executives and creative professionals

•Improved social media engagement on the website and grew membership enrollment by 22%

Cambridge University Press- Remote Feb 2015- December 2015

Research Consultant

•Researched textbooks and colleges to send sample course material to teachers

•Organaized Cambridge booth along with answering questions at conferences in Seattle and Iowa

BOCA Communications- San Francisco, CA August 2014 - June 2015

Content Writer

•Overhauled company blog by creating features, opinion pieces, staff interviews and news roundups

•Published 40 original blog posts and increased website views by 31%

•Press releases for AgilOne and Vonage published on Marketwired

•Promoted Silicon Valley tech companies using HootSuite to increase brand awareness by 25%

TapSense- San Francisco, CA July 2014- September 2014

Content Writer

•Co-authored and edited TapSense eBook “A Complete Guide to Mobile Game Ad Monetization”

•eBook featured at GamesBeat 2014 and Game Developers Conference 2015

EDUCATION

Bachelor of Arts, Journalism, University of Wisconsin- Milwaukee



TESTIMONIALS

Michael Constantine
Team Lead, Trust & Safety Reconciliations at Instacart

Tom was an impactful member of the Reconciliations team at Instacart. Tom was a subject
matter expert for all of the team's workflows and took every opportunity to share his knowledge.
In addition to training new team members (myself included), Tom created workflow
documentation that was both comprehensive and easy to understand. Tom was also focused on
the team's overall performance and created processes to ensure core work was completed in a
timely manner. Tom will be a valuable contributor to any team he's on and has my highest
recommendation.

Jordan Eggers
Content Marketing Writer & Editor

Tom is a hard-working and diligent employee that would make a great addition to any company.
He has a willingness to learn new subjects and isn't afraid of a challenge. While working with me
at BOCA Communications, he tackled various topics for the company blog and did so with a
positive attitude -- even when the content seemed intimidating. He was open to editing changes
and, also, available to brainstorm new and interesting content ideas. I would be happy to
recommend Tom for future positions.

George Rafeedie
Founder of Tell Your Story & CoWorkers | Marketer | Storyteller | Networker | Adjunct Prof |
Bartender

Tom helped us gather great information from several of our members who are highlighted on
our website. He set up the interviews, conducted interviews, captured some great insight that
brought our members to life, and helped us finalize and post. The coworking space is only as
valuable as its great members, and Tom's organization, responsiveness and writing helped us
highlight several.
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